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THEORETICAL FRONTS 
 
 
From Individual Freedom of Will to Public Freedom of Will: Kant’s Theory of 
Right……………………………………………………………………………Zhang Hengshan 5  
 
[Abstract］The key points of Kant’s Theory of Rights include: Right is the choice that the free 
will of human being behaviors according to the universal law of freedom, the positive right is not 
a phenomenon of individual behavior, but the spirit and will of a group, the premise of the 
formation of right is the collective possession. Only after the formation of state, based on the 
approval of public will, human beings have had the real rights. This doctrine remedied some 
philosophical drawbacks of classic natural rights theory, but lost the contemplative highlight of the 
latter that constraining power by right, and made a theoretical way for analytic legal positivism’s 
objection on natural rights and moral rights. 
 
 
Value and Regulation of Right to Honor…………………………………………Wang Geya 18  
［Abstract］After General Principles of the Civil Law of P.R.C was enacted, the discussion on the 
legal attribute of the right to honor is a personality right or a status right had never stopped. The 
discussion on the regulation and existence or abolishment of the right to honor comes out again 
these days, while the topic that whether Personality Right Law should be an isolated part is 
discussed. In this paper,it explores the connotation of the right to honor that honor is a comment 
on the status of the subject and also the object. It also analyzes the importance of the right to honor 
in civil rights system that it is a kind of dependent status right which is a response to the 
discussion on the attribute and the regulation. Otherwise, the author explains the value of the right 
to honor that this right is used to affirm the status value, approve the personality right, maintain 
the general value and praise the moral value for the purpose of manifesting the moral qualities and 
ethical existence. Besides such analysis, the evolution track of the right is revealed via reaching on 
the diachronic and synchronic dimensions, which indicates the process of the honor in positive 
laws to the right to honor in statutory laws and the regulating mode in civil legislation and the 
remedies in juridical practice of this right in order to establish the position of this right in the 
future Civil Code of China. The right to honor includes the right to maintain honor and the right to 
dominate honor. The remedies contain the protection of community honor and the deceased honor. 
  



 
Evolution of Assessment on the Rule of Law in Social Indicators Movement………………… 
…………………………………………………………….............Qu Maohui & Kuang Kai  30  
［Abstract］There is a closely connection between the progress of assessment on rule of law and 
the four steps of social indicators movement.The assessment on rule of law utilized the 
researching achievement on the theory of social indicators during the theoretical steps.The 
indicators of rule of law was partly covered by social indicators or appeared as policy 
evaluation.The philosophical foundation of the assessment in that time was positivism and 
scientism and the technique was measurement and there was rarely subjectivity in this step.It was 
difficult to tell the difference between the research on social indicators and the theory of 
assessment on rule of law in the early practical step.Besides, the latter was deeply influenced by 
the former in the areas of the standards and the models.The philosophical foundation of 
assessment in that time was post-positivism and the technique was description.Further more, there 
was plurality of disciplinary in the theory.Both of the indicators system of assessment on rule of 
law and the social indicators system were expanded the range of vision by adding the scientifically 
subjective indicators during the step of life quality indicators.The philosophical foundation of 
assessment in that time was hermeneutics, the technique was judgment and the scientific 
subjective indicators were added. The indicators system of assessment on rule of law was mature 
in the recovery step of social indicators movement. The philosophical foundation of assessment in 
that time was criticism; the technique was responding evaluation and the plurality of knowledge is 
developed by communicating theory. The assessment on rule of law in China can be divided into 
two steps which were early quality evaluation and latter scientific assessment from the perspective 
of methodology. Moreover, it roughly experiences the macroscopic view to the microscopic one, 
which means the overall assessment to the regional assessment. Nowadays， the Chinese 
assessment is exposed to the problems of theory of rule of law and the assessing indicators in the 
theoretical aspect and disqualification of material and data in the practical aspect. 
 
 
Future Prospect of Modernization of China’s Criminal Law……………………Jiang Tao  44  
［Abstract］From the perspective of the evolution theory of criminal law, political criminal law, 
civil criminal law and social criminal law are not only specific types of criminal law, but also the 
products of interaction and evolution between criminal law and political order, legal order and 
social order. Political criminal law distinguishes between bigwigs and civilians based on their 
identities, and focuses on protection of rights and interests of bigwigs, therefore, civilians were 
suffered from unequal treatment on norms of crime and punishment. Civil criminal law seeks to 
break the criminal law’s reliance on identity, and builds a kind of equal criminal law based on the 
principle of legality according to the theory of social contract，while helping to limit the undue 
expansion of State power, but there is an obvious justice dilemma——it can’t meet the 
requirements of different social justice subjects. The foothold that social criminal law advocates 
the construction of criminal law is based on social justice rather than social contract, in view of 
recognition of social stratification on the basis of the strong and the weak, consequently, its 
proposals on establishing more humanitarian to the weak and more stringent legal restrictions on 
the strong’s freedom may give rise to undue expansion of criminal law intervention and in parallel 
with overcoming justice adversities of social criminal law. As a result, social criminal law can 



only exist as an exception, and be required to meet symbiotic order with civil criminal law, thus 
showing an evolutionary route——civil criminal law “is compatible with” social criminal law，

which constitutes the future images of criminal law modernization in China. 
  
 
Legal Protection to House Purchasers in Possession But Unregistered……Chen Yongqiang 59 
［Abstract］In the house dual-sales cases, the traditional theories hold that the right of the latter 
purchaser who is registered is prior to the right of the former purchaser who has been in 
possession without being registered according to the rule of real right prevailing over credit right. 
When one has no right to possess,the latter purchaser could defend against the former purchaser’s 
possession. But the former purchaser’s right to possess is based on the valid sale contract; it 
would not terminate just because of the dual-sales. Therefore,the latter purchaser’s right to 
restitution could not be approved. When a delivery of the house comes into effect, the former 
purchaser acquires the functions of possession, use and profits, and if the seller sell the house 
again,it would be deemed as unauthorized disposition,so the latter purchaser could not acquires 
the above functions such as possession, use and profits except for a bona fide purchaser. 
Possession of the purchaser has its effect of publicity. The latter purchaser has the responsibility of 
due investigation. If he fails to fulfill the obligation, he would be considered that he had done the 
due investigation and is not a bona fide purchaser. Giving more protection to the former purchaser 
is in accordance with the spirits of the principle of good faith,and it could reduce the loss of 
reliance and improve the economic efficiency. 
  
 
Forseeability as a Premise of Determining Negligence in Tort Law……………Liu Wenjie  73  
［Abstract］Negligence is defined as having omitted to take reasonable measures to avoid an 
infringement when the probability of the infringement was forseeable.Therefore, a finding of 
forseeability is a premise of determining negligence.Forseeability doesn’t refer to whether the 
actor himself is able to foresee, but is connected with the accumulation of knowledge, experiences, 
capabilities and diligence in different areas of modern society, that is the forseeability of an 
abstract reasonable person.Moreover, to judge the forseeability of an entity should be based on the 
overall capability of the entity, put more precisely, of a reasonable entity of similar status, instead 
of the forseeability of its individual employees.Forseeability depends on whether and to which 
degree the information concerning the risk of harm could be available to the actor, it plays no role 
whether the harm would be caused by reasonable or irrational acts.Forseeability establishes a duty 
of investigation, which demands that the actor take positive measures to probe into the risks, 
including the risk within a reasonable period after the act was done. 
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Path Dependence and Gene Split: Japanese Constitutional Transformation in the Past 
Century…………………………………………………………………………Wei Xiaoyang  86  
［Abstract］Historically Japan confronted twice basic constitutional choices and experienced 
two constitutional transformations of different nature.  From the cultural and institutional 



perspective, the modern Japanese legal life is a complex interactive process, in which the 
constitutional culture and institution mutually reinforce and set limits to each other.  The 
Japanese institutional and cultural transformation appears to be path dependant, with a prominent 
gap between the “constitution as an ideology” and the “constitution as an institution” in the 
Japanese legal life.  The new Constitution promulgated in 1946 is not deadlocked by its path 
dependency.  The genetic inheritance of the Japanese cultural tradition has been interrupted to the 
benefit of the maturation of a constitutional culture, which was developed into a strong buttress for 
the implementation of this constitution.  These two different kinds of the cultural features have 
influenced the constitutional implementation in different directions, and formed a new institutional 
force under the influence of various interest groups, which has given rise to the complex pattern of 
the Japanese constitutional transformation in the past century and influenced the contemporary 
and future Japanese constitutional lives  at the same time. 
 
Commentary on Self-governing of Special District Government in US…………Zhang Li 101 
［Abstract］In modern administrative state, government is more and more responsible for public 
service and its organization and function shift accordingly. In America, as the level of government 
closest to the daily life of citizens, local government is faced with the growing demand for the 
more and better supply of public service. There is a tradition of self-governing in the history of 
American local government. It is not only embodied in the formation and operation of general 
purpose local government, but also in the creation of types of local government. Special district is 
a special purpose government. With the support of the tradition of self-governing, the model of 
special district governance is able to respond to the citizens` damands. Up to now ,it is far from 
perfect and confronting with criticisms such as being uneconomical, inefficient, insidious, 
undemocratic and fragmented. However, they don’t simply mean that the model gets trapped in 
the difficulties. It is necessary to trace the tradition of self-governing and restructure it in the field 
of public service on the basis of the reflection of both Metropolitan Reform Theory and Public 
Choice Theory. Only in this way alienation could be avoided and transformation of administrative 
power and relevant legal regulation could be realized. 
 
Land Use Exactions Policy and Judicial Review in US: From a Perspective of Regulatory 
State…………………………………………………………………………………Lu Chao  118 
［Abstract］As one of the most important instruments of American land use regulation policy in 
mid-late 20th century, Land use exactions did serve its institutional function of unloading public 
infrastructure responsibility from state to private developer, while this institutional function, in 
spite of its various institutional edges under regulatory state, might violate the Just Compensation 
Clause of federal Constitution thus could be viewed as a kind of regulatory taking.So the judicial 
standards set by Supreme Court are meant to curb the land use exaction policy from wandering too 
far away.Later observation, however, reveals that these judicial standards failed to meet the 
expectations in practice, and the over-restriction on local land regulatory policy seems to be 
uncalled for, considering judicial restrict on land use exaction from democratic process at state 
level and alternative restrict from local competition pressure.Besides, the institutional part of 
judicial review is far less significant than perceived when we place it on a broader background of 
modern regulatory state. 

 



 
Modes of Culture Market Regulation: Focusing on Germany……………Yu Wenguang  132 
［Abstract］How to apply the principle of rule of law to promote the prosperity and development 
of the culture and how to regulate the culture market effectively, are the important topics in the 
current academia. In the legal construction process of culture, the autonomy, openness and 
pluralism of the culture as well as the cultural fundamental rights of citizens are protected. The 
state services the culture and is also obligated to promote the development of culture, whereas the 
state forms the culture through the welfare administration. Under the background of legal 
construction of culture, Germany has developed four modes for the cultural market regulation: 
self-regulation, regulatory self-regulation, co-regulation and governmental regulation. These four 
models have advantages and disadvantages respectively, and they could complement each other 
and function together in order to achieve the goal of promoting cultural development and 
protecting the cultural fundamental rights of citizens. While reforming the cultural systems and 
setting up the rule of law in the cultural areas in China, we can learn from Germany’s experience. 
We should establish reasonable relationships between culture and state, culture and the rule of law, 
the cultural fundamental rights of citizens and the governmental responsibilities. The state should 
promote the cultural development through the welfare administration and establish a diverse 
regulatory system for cultural market, which is based mainly on the self-regulation and 
supplemented by regulatory self-regulation, co-regulation and government regulation. 
 
Application of Anti-monopoly Law to Postal Service Industry in EU and US and Their 
References for China………………………………………………………Zhang Weidong  148 
［Abstract］Whether Anti-monopoly law could be applied to specific industries or not is a more 
controversial issue in China’s competition law enforcement. National postal service provider 
holds statutory monopoly,economic monopoly and natural monopoly in itself,which increases the 
difficulty of the anti-monopoly enforcement. The current research on postal service industry is 
confined to the regulation level.In fact,that a country uses competition law to regulate the postal 
service providers is a task that every should face. Moreover, it is a breakthrough for countries with 
economies in transition. EU is the world’s postal reform pioneer，which applies competition law 
to the postal service industry equally in the process of phasing out the postal monopoly. In 
contrast,US is also expanding the scope of the application of antitrust law to the postal service 
industry through reform. On the basis of in-depth analysis of the necessity and feasibility of 
competition law applicable to the postal service industry, this article researches and summarizes 
the relevant practices of EU and US on the restriction to competition of the national postal 
operator as well as specific measures of concentration of business operators in the postal service 
industry and relevant market definition. In the end，some operational recommendations are given 
to the implementation of the Anti-monopoly Law to postal service industry. 
 
 
INTERNATIONAL LAW ISSUES 
 
Dilemma between Politics and Law Faced by ICC Prosecutor and Its Solutions…………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………Yang Liu   162 
［Abstract］International criminal justice is closely related to realpolitik.It is heavily dependent 



on political support of international community, while it is also vulnerable to adverse influence of 
realpolitik.Since International Criminal Court began to function in 2002, the Prosecutor of ICC 
had been attacked politically for the supposed bias towards Africans.He also had met with peace 
and justice dilemmas as well as political blocks for the enforcement of the warrants of arrest.The 
Prosecutor of ICC had stood up to clear up all the false accusations and misunderstandings.He also 
had tried to maintain the image of international criminal justice by upholding legal principles as 
well as gaining supports in international politics.The first ICC Prosecutor was successful to a large 
extent in investigating and prosecuting international crimes, nevertheless, it is advisable for the 
Prosecutor in future to adopt some clearer strategies in tackling difficult issues concerning politics 
and law.For instance, he or she can deal with political accusations by legalizing the political issues, 
settle the legal issues through politics by winning over more political supports from international 
community and defer to politics to some extent when there are no enough consensuses among 
international community with a view to maintaining the credibility of ICC. 
 


